In this paper, we propose a novel finite element-type Residual Distribution scheme for time-dependent hyperbolic systems of conservation laws for the Euler system of gas dynamics for strong interacting discontinuities. The goal of our method is to allow for high-order of accuracy in smooth regions of the flow, while ensuring robustness and a non-oscillatory behaviour in the regions of steep gradients, in particular across shocks. Following the Multidimensional Optimal Order Detection (MOOD) ([14, 16]) approach, a candidate solution is computed at a next time level via a high-order accurate residual distribution scheme ([3, 5]). A so-called detector determines if the candidate solution reveals any spurious oscillation or numerical issue and, if so, only the troubled cells are locally recomputed via a more dissipative scheme. This allows to design a family of "a posteriori" limited, robust and positivity preserving, as well as high accurate, non-oscillatory and effective residual distribution schemes. Among the detecting criteria of the novel MOOD strategy, two different approaches from literature, based on the work of [14, 16] and on [30] , are investigated. Numerical examples in 1D and 2D, on structured and unstructured meshes, are proposed to assess the effective order of accuracy for smooth flows, the non-oscillatory behaviour on shocked flows, the robustness and positivity preservation on more extreme flows.
Introduction
In gas dynamics, a highly investigated topic is given by flows displaying strongly interacting discontinuities. To approximate this physics, several models exist. The Euler equations in multi-dimensions, count among this models, and one of its main features is to be a hyperbolic system, and as such, it allows to represent physical behaviours such as rarefactions, contact discontinuities and shocks. Even though uncountable typologies of different approximation strategies exist to tackle the solution to this problem, each method designed so far encounters some restrictions such as providing a highly accurate approximation guaranteeing the robustness of the considered method, i.e. the capability to provide a solution even in case of extremely tough initial conditions. Methods with this two features need, moreover, to face the requirement of not being excessively expensive, both in terms of computational time and memory related issues. Indeed, to explain what is meant, we do have a vicious cycle, as an accurate method might affect negatively the robustness and computational efficiency, while on the other hand, a robust and efficient approach might decrease the accuracy and, finally, an efficient one, is often impacting negatively on both the accuracy and robustness. The proposed methodology, based on Residual Distribution schemes (see [1] , [15] ), represents a good compromise between this three requirements, as it is designed for high order accuracy and guarantees at the same time an overall excellent robustness. The efficiency of the method is not accounted in the present work, but, in general, due to its characterising traits, Residual Distribution schemes can be rewritten in a parallelized form, as, for example, the way they are constructed allows to split the domain in several parts easily for computation. Consequently, one retrieves an efficient computational time cost management. As for the memory efficiency, the design principle of this class of schemes guarantees a compact approximation stencil even for high order of accuracy, which would also hold, for example, for Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods, but not for Finite Volume methods. In [7, 12, 10] it has been shown how Residual Distribution schemes allow also, furthermore, to consider overall less nodes w.r.t. DG methods.
Although the construction of first-order, robust and stable Residual Distribution (RD) schemes has been achieved in the 80s, the construction of very high accurate and robust RD schemes for unsteady problems is more recent (see [9, 4, 3, 5] ). Within this paper, we consider a RD formulation based on a finite element approximation of the solution as a globally continuous piecewise polynomial. Further, we follow [4, 3] , where we have shown how one can solve a scalar version of a hyperbolic system with a method that approximates the spatial term using a RD approach, without having to solve a large linear system with a sparse mass matrix and its extension to systems achieved within the work in [5] . This reformulation allows to avoid any mass matrix "inversion" while solving an explicit scheme. This is achieved by first approximating the time operator in a consistent way with the spatial term. A priori, this would lead either to an implicit method in case of a nonlinear approximation, as done in order to avoid spurious oscillations in the case of discontinuous solutions, or at minima the inversion of a sparse but non diagonal matrix. This apparent difficulty can be solved by applying a Deferred Correction-like time-stepping method ( [3, 5] ) inspired by [22, 24] among others, but recast in a different way, and the use of proper basis functions. It has been demonstrated in [4, 3] that Bernstein polynomials are a suitable choice, but this is not the only possible one. The idea to use as shape functions the Bernstein polynomials, instead of the more typical Lagrange polynomials, has been discussed in [9, 3] applied to the context of high order Residual Distribution schemes.
The essence of the present work is to apply to the high order explicit Residual Distribution approach, presented in [5] , a blending, which is designed as an "a posteriori" limiter, in order to ensure a highly accurate representation of the solution in the areas of smooth flows, while ensuring a non-oscillatory behaviour across strong interacting discontinuities. The main features of the designed scheme should also ensure the overall robustness and allow for a fail-safe numerical solution, in order to provide for any studied condition a physically meaningful approximated solution. The proposed "a posteriori" limiting strategy is obtained via a Multidimensional Optimal Order Detection (MOOD) Method by considering a candidate solution for the next time iteration given by a non-dissipative scheme for the spatial terms, such as the standard Galerkin method, which is characterized by highly accurate approximations in smooth regions of the flow, but is not robust and displays numerical oscillations in case of strong interacting discontinuities. The "a posteriori" limiting detects then the cells which display any physically non admissible solutions and those cells are locally re-approximated by discarding the candidate solution and recomputing the solution via a more dissipating spatial numerical scheme.
In literature, the MOOD approach has first emerged in a finite volume context ( [14, 16, 17] ), with the main idea to approximate solutions via high order polynomial reconstruction and in case the detecting criteria evidence any troubled cell, the polynomial degree in the associated cell is decremented, and the solution is locally recomputed. In a second approach, the MOOD strategy has been extended to the finite element discontinuous Galerkin schemes ( [19, 18] ), where the leading idea has been to apply unlimited discontinuous Galerkin schemes with a high approximation degree for a candidate solution, and, detected troubled cells are re-evaluated by discarding the candidate solution. In those cells, sub-cells are introduced and a more robust second order total variation diminishing (TVD) finite volume scheme is applied to update to the next time-step the sub-cell averages within the troubled DG cells. The new sub-grid data at the next time level are then gathered back into a valid cell-centred DG polynomial of degree N by using a classical conservative and higher order accurate finite volume reconstruction technique. Recently, in [30] , a further method similar to this last one has been proposed, where the DG reconstructed flux on the sub-cell boundaries is substituted locally, in case the detection criteria are activated, by a robust first-order or second-order TVD numerical flux.
The idea of the proposed method, while certainly inspired by these previous works, is, nevertheless on a different level. The main difference, indeed, is given by two different traits, as for instance, the novel methodology consists in the re-computation of the local troubled cell by taking the very same element typology, i.e. the polynomial degree of the considered shape functions is kept the same, and, moreover, the cell is recomputed at a global level, in the sense that we do not recompute the sub-cell values via a different approach, but simply compute the whole cell with a more dissipating scheme, and by the Lax-Wendroff theorem, we have by construction the guarantee of conservation. Concerning the detection criteria itself, we have, furthermore investigated two different approaches within this work: the first one based on [14, 16, 17, 18] , while the second has been taken after [30] .
To this end, this manuscript has been organized as follows. In Section 2 we present briefly the considered model equations and in Section 3 we recall the overall framework of the considered discretizations techniques. First, we recall the basics of the RD schemes, where, in particular we summarize the leading traits of this approach for the steady case along its extension to the unsteady case for high order of accuracy as in [5] . Section 4 describes the generic idea of the "a posteriori" Multidimensional Optimal Order Detection Method. In this section we describe the detailed detection procedure, along with the two different considered detection strategies inspired by [14] and [30] . Finally we provide in Section 5 several numerical benchmark problems, both in one-and two-dimensions to assess the accuracy and overall robustness of the proposed methodology and to investigate the major differences given by the two different detection criteria. The considered 2D test cases are both for structured and unstructured meshes. Last, in the final section, we provide some conclusive remarks along with the perspectives of this work. 2
Hydrodynamics System of Conservation Laws
The model considered in this paper is the Euler system of equations for compressible gasdynamics in two space dimensions that reads ∂ ∂t
where ρ denotes the mass density, u = (u, v) the velocity vector, P the fluid pressure, E the total energy and I the 2 × 2 identity matrix. u ⊗ u is the dyadic product of the velocity vector with itself. The system is closed using a perfect gas law (the equation of state (EOS)) P = (γ − 1) E − 1 2 ρu 2 , with γ the ratio of specific heats. The sound speed is defined as c = γP/ρ. Physically admissible states are those such that ρ > 0 and P > 0. A general formulation of this nonlinear system of hyperbolic conservation laws is given by
with appropriate initial and boundary conditions where x = (x, y) is the coordinate vector, U = (ρ, ρu, ρv, E) is the vector of 4 conserved variables, F = (f 1 , f 2 ) is the conservative nonlinear flux tensor depending on U.
Discretization Strategy

Spatial Discretization: Residual Distribution Scheme
Following [26, 5] , a brief overview on Finite Element Type Residual Distribution method for steady problems is hereafter provided. The reader may refer to [28, 2, 15] for further details on the construction of generic residual distribution schemes. The computational domain Ω is discretized with N e conformal non-overlapping elements with characteristic length h. The set of all the elements is denoted by Ω h , while the list of degrees of freedom (DoFs) is denoted by Σ h , and the total number of DoFs in one cell is N DoF . The generic element is called K and the volume of a cell |K|, which is for 1D the length of the cell, while in 2D the area. For every vertex index σ we define K σ the subset of elements containing σ as a node
We denote by S σ the standard median dual cell obtained by joining the gravity centres of the elements in K σ with the mid-points of the edges emanating from σ whose area is given by
see figure 1 for an illustration. We denote by V K the set of all neighbour cells and W K the set of neighbour cells sharing one edge. The time domain [0, T ] is approximated by a set of time intervals [t n , t n+1 ] and we denote by ∆t = t n+1 − t n the time step. Following the Galerkin finite element method (FEM), the solution approximation space V h is given by globally continuous polynomials of degree k:
that corresponds, on each element, to a linear combination of the shape functions ϕ σ ∈ V h , which are assumed to be continuous within the elements and on the faces of the elements with coefficients U n σ to be determined by a numerical method. In this work we employ Bernstein basis functions ϕ σ h σ h of order k.
The drawback of using Bernstein polynomials is that not all degrees of freedom U n σ in the expansion (5) will represent the solution values at certain nodes, however, the advantage of this family of shape functions is their positivity on K that will enforce, the positivity of the mass matrix, as we shall see in the coming section.
On triangular elements, the expressions for the Bernstein shape functions are given by
• Order 1 ('B 1 '):
• Order 2 ('B 2 '):
• Order 3 ('B 3 '): Here, the barycentric coordinates are defined by x 1 , x 2 , x 3 . The location of the degrees of freedom for the third and fourth order are, moreover, shown in Fig. 2 .
The approximation of F(U h ) in cell K can be done in two possible ways, as explained and commented in [5] , too. One can either evaluate the values of the flux at the DoFs from the data U h , defining F(U h ) as:
which leads to a quadrature-free implementation since the integrals of the shape functions and/or gradients can be evaluated explicitly. Alternatively, one can define F(U h ) as the flux evaluated for the local value of U h at the quadrature point, since both approaches are formally equivalent from the accuracy point of view.
Spatial Residual Distribution scheme
At the heart of a residual distribution scheme resides the notion of 'residual' on each element which can be better illustrated considering the simpler steady problem
The 'total residual' in cell K ∈ Ω h of U is defined as
Compute total residual Distribution Local to cell K Local to DoF σ Figure 3 : Illustration of the three steps of the residual distribution approach: Compute total residual, Distribute them amongst the degrees of freedom and finally Gather them.
and the entity called 'fluctuation' or 'residual' on K as the contribution to Φ K from a degree of freedom σ within element K. Here to simplify we only consider degrees of freedom which coincide with the vertices of K. Note that the following conservation property holds true
A RD numerical scheme is entirely determined by the strategy with which one distributes the the total residual amongst the degrees of freedom σ . This strategy in (9) is defined by means of distribution coefficients β σ as
Hence one specific RD scheme is defined for each and every set of parameters β σ . The conservation property (9) enforces that
The final RD scheme results from collecting the residuals φ K σ from cells surrounding the point associated to the specific DoF σ, that is
which allows to compute the unknown coefficients of the polynomial solution U σ in (5).
In figure 3 we illustrate the three steps of a RD scheme: the computation of the total residual, the distribution amongst the degrees of freedom in the cell, and, at last the gathering of residuals around the DoF. In case the σ belongs to the physical boundary Γ, (12) can be split into internal and boundary contributions as
where γ is any edge on the boundary Γ of Ω h . If one assumes that U = g on Γ, then both residuals fulfil
where F n is a numerical flux in the normal direction to boundary edge γ.
Time Discretization: Deferred Correction-like Method
To provide a complete frame within which the novel strategy of this paper is collocated, we briefly recall the construction of the high-order accurate time discretisation for residual distribution schemes. Starting by considering the numerical solution at a discrete time t n denoted by U n , we search for the solution at t n+1 denoted by U n+1 . We split each interval [t n , t n+1 ] into sub-timesteps t n ≡ t n,0 < t n,1 < . . . < t n,m < . . . < t n,M ≡ t n+1 . For the m-th subinterval [t n,m , t n,m+1 ], we introduce the correction indices r = 0, . . . , R and further denote the solution at correction index r of the sub-timestep m by U n,m,r . In addition we denote the solution vector of the r-th corrections by system (2) can be formally integrated on [t n , t n+1 ] as
The timestepping approach is similar but not identical to the Deferred Correction methodology of [20, 24, 22] and one proceeds within the time step [t n , t n+1 ] as follows:
1. We initialize for m = 1, . . . , M: U n,m,0 = U n ; 2. for each correction r = 0, . . . , R − 1, we iterate for m = 1, . . . , M, such that, knowing U n,m,r , we evaluate U n,m,r+1 as the solution of
3. set U n+1 = U n,M,R .
In [3] it has been proved that, under some assumption on the differential operators
∆ depending on a parameter ∆, the deferred correction-like method is convergent, and after R iterations the error is smaller than
The α 1 and α 2 are assumed to be the parameters of the operators such that
is coercive with coercivity constant α 1 , and L To do so the starting point consists in recalling that system (2) can be formally integrated on [t n , t n+1 ] as
and the solution be approximated with a quadrature rule
where in particular we have for a generic sub-timestep m at a correction r that
where I 0 represents any first order piecewise-constant interpolant under the following notation
As it stands, system (20) is a time implicit system. An explicit in time version is obtained by considering I 0 as being a simple approximation of U n,0 for all m, so that (20) becomes
with ξ m satisfying for m = 1, . . . , M t n,m = t n + ξ m ∆t and 0 = ξ 0 < . . . < ξ m < ξ m+1 < . . . ξ M = 1 within the considered time interval [t n , t n+1 ]. The coefficients |C σ | play the role of the dual cell measure and and in order for (20) to be solvable we have to satisfy the constraint This requirement has a direct consequence on the choice of the polynomial basis {ϕ σ } σ . For instance, the classical Lagrange basis on simplex is disqualified as it does not verify (24) for k > 1, and this is the reason why we consider Bernstein polynomials [11, 23] for high order approximations. Indeed, Bernstein basis functions verify ϕ σ (x) ≥ 0 for all σ and x, and σ ϕ σ (x) = 1 for all x, and it is easy to deduce that (24) is fulfilled. The low order differential operator L 1 σ constructed this way is then of high accuracy in space and explicit in time.
The high order differential operator L 2 σ for a generic sub-timestep m at a correction r is defined as
where ζ l,m are approximation coefficients. The high order differential operator L 2 ensures a high order approximation of the space-time term ∂ t U + ∇ · F(U). Unfortunately, as it stands, the operator is implicit in time. Therefore to turn it into an explicit one, the iterative time-stepping formulation depicted in the algorithm (17) is re-employed. Remark 3.1. As a matter of completeness, one should note that both (20) and (25) make use of residuals φ K σ (U n,m,r ) for all σ ∈ K, and all K, which are computed via any spatial residual distribution scheme as seen in the previous sections, and where the boundary conditions are applied within the residual computation. More details on the actual spatial discretization scheme will be specified in the forthcoming sections, as it is part of the main idea behind this work. The design of the residual φ σ (U n,m,r ) within (25) is the main goal of this manuscript. Let us illustrate the proposed methodology via figure 4. In a classical, "a priori" RD approach, as for example also done in [5] , the limiting is comprised within the chosen numerical scheme. The quality of the solution entirely depends on our ability to predict how the RD scheme behaves and when and where it fails to do so. If some inappropriate numerical data are generated in some cells, then the solution U n+1 h will be imprinted without any chance to go back in time to possibly cure this situation. This issue is tackled within our novel approach, as follows. In our "a posteriori" technique, we start at a given time step t n with a valid solution U n h and compute a candidate solution for
) with a certain chosen spatial scheme. If some bad numerical data is observed in some cells, then the solution is discarded in those cells, and the solution is recomputed starting again from valid data at t n but using a more appropriate scheme, for instance a more robust one. As such, some challenging situations like a lack of positivity, invalid data (NaN, Inf) or more classical spurious oscillations, if detected, can be handled. More specifically, the idea behind this, following figure 5, is to 1. start to compute a first a candidate solution with the least dissipative and most accurate scheme possible, which we denote by s = s max , which corresponds to a scheme providing, for example, high-order of accuracy in case of smooth flows. In case a cell is flagged as troubled, a more dissipative scheme s = s max − 1 is applied locally, in order to guarantee more robustness at cost of some accuracy. If the forthcoming checks again outline troubled cells, the scheme is further "decremented" locally until, a so-called parachute scheme with s = 0, which is first order accurate, and thus the most dissipative and more robust.
In this specific work, we consider for s = 2, i.e. the starting least dissipative scheme a Galerkin method with some stabilizing terms φ
As in [5] , the jump stabilization term reads
where we denote ∇ψ = ∇ψ| K − ∇ψ| K with e = K ∩ K for any function ψ and where n is a normal to e. 2. In case the detection is activated, we keep the candidate solution for t n+1 obtained via (27) for all elements K except for those flagged as troubled, where we take as s = 1 a Rusanov (i.e. a local Lax-Friedrichs) PSI scheme with some stabilizing terms, which is exactly the same scheme adopted in [5] and reads of left eigenvalues, asφ
The distribution coefficients are
and applying the blending schemeφ
where the blending coefficient Θ is defined by
with 0 ≤ Θ ≤ 1, and Θ = O(h) for a smooth solution, thus ensuring accuracy and Θ = O(1) at the discontinuity, thus ensuring monotonicity [2] . Finally, the high-order nodal residuals are projected back to the physical space:
This guarantees that the scheme is high-order in time and space and (formally) non-oscillatory, see [27, 2] for more details.
The local Lax-Friedrich scheme φ
where U h is the arithmetic average of all degrees of freedom defining U h in K. The viscosity coefficient α K is connected to the spectral radius
of the normal flux Jacobian matrix A(U) = ∇ U F(U) · n and reads
Here we recall that N DoF corresponds to the number of DoFs in a cell K.
3. Finally, for s = 0, i.e. our parachute first order scheme, we consider locally the classical Rusanov scheme recast as (35).
Remark 4.1. Having explicitly outlined that the Rusanov-Psi-Jump scheme allows for an O(1) accuracy across discontinuities might rise the question of the necessity of the parachute scheme. Indeed, the main reason behind this choice is the restrictive applicability in case of arising singularities, due, for example, to pressures close to zero. While in [5] the authors have overcome this issue by applying a different formulation of the limiting, which excludes the characteristic projection, we adopt the classical Rusanov scheme locally.
Preservation of the Conservation
The main feature of Residual Distribution scheme is that they rely on the formulation (7)- (12) which has been shown in [8] through the Lax-Wendroff theorem to provide an approximation that converges to the correct weak solutions. Since we verify locally the conditions of distribution of the residual among a cell and we apply locally on each degree of freedom within a cell K a numerical method, the conservation is guaranteed by construction even if the spatial discretization scheme differs between two neighbouring cells.
Positivity Preservation
The question whether the designed Residual Distribution scheme with the "a posteriori" limiting guarantees, in case of the Rusanov parachute scheme for the spatial discretization, the preservation of positivity is, formally, still an open issue and will be the topic of a forthcoming work. Even though a formal proof has not been carried out, the performed numerical experiments have widely confirmed this propriety (see cf. Section 5).
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For a formal proof for a generic time-stepping method, one might remark the henceforth considerations. The first order scheme, using Rusanov residuals, writes:
Using definition (3), U n+1 σ is rewritten as
Let us note, that the Rusanov's residual can be interpreted in two different ways
The U is the arithmetic average of the U σ , as specified in the previous Subsection.
The purpose is to estimate a minimal value of α K which guarantees, for the compressible Euler system, that if the densities and pressure are positive at t n , they will stay positive at the next time. Let us consider the Lagrange interpolation, so that U σ = U(σ) is the evaluation of the solution at the degree of freedom, and the case for Bernstein reconstruction in two separate ways, as for the latter a slightly different consideration has to be taken into account.
One-dimensional Case
Rephrasing the proof of Perthame and Shu [25] , we have
Introducing the splitting in the equation
we see that if η = max K ||u + c|| ∞ (where u is the velocity and c is the sound speed), the Rusanov scheme is recast as combination of the Godunov scheme and the downwind scheme, i.e. the left and right equations in (41) accordingly. Hence the value U n+1 i can be interpreted as the average of
will belong to the same convex K th . This convex K th for the Euler system is defined, in [25] , as
i.e. the aim is to have positive densities ρ and positive internal energies e = E − 1 2 ρu 2 . This set is convex under standard assumptions on the thermodynamics variables, which are not specified hereafter, but which hold for the equations of state for standard perfect and stiffened gas.
One can observe that in case of Lagrangian polynomials, where one takes the nodal values, the positivity of the density and of the internal energy are straightforward.
In case of Bernstein polynomials B σ , the positivity of the density is still straightforward as it is a polynomial in the form ρ = σ ρ σ B σ . Here, the degrees of freedom correspond to the vertices of the simplex K, with ρ σ ρ(σ). However, it is easy to see that
is convex. This means that if we take two different points, denoted here by σ and σ , and define U σ = ρ σ , m σ , E σ and U σ = ρ σ , m σ , E σ we require that they belong to a convex set
where we have denoted the momentum by m = ρ u.
The proof is as follows. The functions ρ = σ ρ σ B σ and ρ σ defined similarly are positive, and hence for any λ ∈ [0, 1], the densities defined from U = λU σ + (1 − λ)U σ are positive on the simplex K. For the internal energy one recasts a rational function, i.e. there is a division between two polynomials, and as such, some further considerations need to be done. Let us consider the mapping (ρ,
with eigenvalues 0 (twice) and − m σ + ρ σ ρ σ < 0.
However, it is difficult to characterize K th and we have a strong condition: Taking into account the definition of the Bernstein polynomials ,that are B σ ≥ 0 and fulfil σ∈K B σ = 1 (refer for details to (24) and [5] ) and due to the concavity of the internal energy, we can write that
Here E σ − Remark 4.2. Hence, the internal energy is also positive on the element K and, therefore, U ∈ K th , such that
One can conclude that, for both the Lagrangian interpolation and the Bernstein reconstruction, the Rusanov scheme (40) for the one-dimensional case preserves the convex sets K th for the Lagrange interpolation and K th for the Bernstein reconstruction.
Multi-dimensional Case
• Version 1:
The residuals can be written as:
so that (39) writes:
Then one can interpret the vector ω σσ as a scaled normal, and the stability condition writes:
• Version 2:
The algebra is similar since
and we get the same stability condition.
Detection Procedure
The key procedure in an "a posteriori" MOOD loop is the detection step. Given the candidate solution U K, ,n+1 h in a cell K, the detection procedure determines if the solution is valid and accepted to be U
, or unvalid and the solution in this bad cell K must be recomputed, i.e. we start again from U n h and apply a more dissipative scheme. The detection criteria in this work are based on physical/modeling and numerical considerations. The underlying physics based on the system of PDEs solved must be ensured. For instance in the case of the hydrodynamics system of equations, we check for the positivity of the density at each degree of freedom in the cell, that is, if the cell K fulfils the • Physical Admissibility Detection criteria
The numerical solution in K can not be any undefined or unrepresentable data value such as Not-A-Number (NaN) 1 or Infinity (Inf). In other words we test for
In case we are within a plateau area, we make sure to not break that area by applying a
• Plateau Detection criteria
where the neighbourhood V(K) is the set of cells surrounding K, and the relaxed parameter is given by µ = |K| 1/d , with d the size of the considered dimensions within our problem set. The bounds are defined by
We then test the solution against oscillatory behaviour via a 1 We define an approximation x to be NaN if x x.
• Numerical Admissibility Detection criteria
This criteria basically allows our solution for an essentially non-oscillatory behaviour and constitutes of two criteria, where, in case the first one is activated, only the second one will allow to state whether the cell is troubled at all or not. The first one is a so-called A. Relaxed Discrete Maximum Principle (DMP) criteria
The value of 1 is chosen such that the candidate solution could possibly exceed the extrema but only by a small fraction of the total jump, and will also be subject of analysis and discussion in the numerical section.
In case the cell is marked with DMP K = 1, we perform a further check through a B. Smoothness Extrema Criteria (SE), in order to exclude the possibility of a mistakenly flagged cell, as, for example in case of natural oscillations with a coarse mesh, this might occur.
To this end, we compare in this manuscript two different approaches for the SE criteria. The first one can be found in the classical MOOD approaches, as for example in [14, 16] . The second considered approach is based on a recent work [30] , which has introduced the limiting of [32, 21] in the MOOD context. This criteria are summarized hereafter.
A Classical Smoothness Criteria
Following the idea of [14, 16, 17] , a more classical Smoothness Extrema criteria (CSE), is generally recast as where we define χ
with χ σ the second order derivative χ σ = ∇ 2 ϕ σ U ,n+1 σ .
A Linearised Smoothness Criteria
The second considered approach, the Linearized Smoothness Criteria (LSE), has been borrowed from [30] , where the detection criterion has been inspired by a generalized moment limiter in [32] along the hierarchical slope limiting of D. Kuzmin [21] . This technique is based on a linearised version of the numerical spatial derivative and can be recast as
Here, e j denotes the edge in K, with j = 1, 2, 3.
which is basically a linearised version of the numerical spatial derivative U ,n+1 h and where x 0 corresponds to the physical coordinate of the element center K, while x j corresponds to the physical coordinate of the midpoint of the edge j. Here, the over-lined partial derivatives are defined as with
, where K is the element we are considering, and K the neighbour of K sharing the edge e j .
In one-dimension, (54) reduces to finding the value ofα σ = min(α L ,α R ), which will require the re-computation of the candidate solution on K only in caseα σ < 1 for σ ∈ K. In this case, we will havê
and analogously with α R , where
σ+1 . In one-dimension, further, we will have
To Summarize the Detection Criteria
The cell will be thus flagged as 'good' if its candidate solution fulfils all detection criteria and it is not a direct neighbour of a bad cell, otherwise it is flagged as accepted. Therefore we have de facto a B, which is a list of cells to be sent back in time to t n for re-computation and reads
Remark 4.3. The iterative MOOD loop is driven by the 'detection procedure' to pull apart good cells from bad ones. This loop always converges because there is a finite number of cells and schemes in the cascade, and the solution provided by the parachute scheme is always accepted. One may observe that the neighbouring cells of a bad one could be destabilized in the next iterate as the fluxes in the bad cell are recomputed with a different scheme and contribute to the new candidate solution in the previously detected good cell. As such one may fear that the correction of one bad cell may spread far away. Although there is no mechanism to prevent this behaviour, we have not experimented such dramatic phenomena and this is subject to future research. In general few percentages of the total number of cells demand a recomputation (see cf. section 5). Therefore the extra-cost of recomputing the same cells several times is acceptable Remark 4.4. Remark that within this relatively non-intrusive "a posteriori" MOOD paradigm, the need of using specific and complex limiting procedure does vanish. The stabilization and robustness is gained by the use of a preferred low-order scheme ('parachute') where and when a ('detection') calls it appropriate, while the high accuracy is reached on smooth parts of the flow by the use of one high-order scheme (from the 'cascade').
Remark 4.5. Whether the detection criteria are applied to all conserved variables, or only one, as for example the density, does not play any role at all (see cf. Figure 21 of the numerical experiments section), and thus, in order to spare useless computational costs, we advice to adopt the proposed detecting strategy on a single quantity. Of course, it seems almost pointless to remark, that any local treatment of a cell has to be applied to all variables within at the marked area.
Numerical Experiments
This section introduces and describes a list of representative test cases for the system of PDEs given by the Euler's equations. Numerical solutions given by the novel strategy are proposed to assess the gain brought by the use of the "a posteriori" blending strategy. We shall refer to the second order scheme obtained by using linear shape functions on each element as B 1 . Higher order approximations are obtained by choosing quadratic (B 2 ) or cubic (B 3 ) Bernstein polynomials as shape functions. The numerical benchmark problems have been run with the same parameters as in [5] , i.e. for the B 1 approximation we consider M = 2 and R = 2, for B 2 we input M = 3 and R = 3 and, finally, for B 3 we take M = 4 and R = 4 in the algorithm presented in Section 3.3. All test cases are advanced in time using the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition ∆t = CFL · ∆x which is then updated by computing ∆t = CFL · min σ ∆x σ |u σ +c σ | , where ∆x σ represents the volume of the cell corresponding to the considered degree of freedom σ and |u σ + c σ | the spectral radius of the solution in σ. We have set for all the considered tests a fixed CFL = 0.1. The parameters of (28) θ 1 and θ 2 depend on the order of accuracy and on the typology of considered system, i.e. they change from 1D to 2D and from the wave equation to the Euler system. In the following considered benchmark problems, we set empirically the values of θ 1 and θ 2 that show a robust stabilization capability. In the one-dimensional case, we have set the parameters in (28) as follows: B 1 θ 1 = 1 and θ 2 = 0; B 2 θ 1 = 1 and θ 2 = 0; B 3 θ 1 = 3 and θ 2 = 10. Furthermore, we shall refer via "MOOD" to the novel proposed strategy of this manuscript, which includes the three cycles for s = 0, 1, 2 chosen via the "a posteriori" detection criteria. The label "no MOOD" will refer to those results obtained with a stabilized blended Rusanov scheme, i.e. we apply the sole scheme given by equation (29)- (37) and it will not comprehend the subcell arrangement proposed in [5] .
Numerical Results for 1D Test Cases 5.1.1. Convergence Study: Smooth Isentropic Flow
The first considered test case is performed to assess the accuracy of our scheme on a smooth isentropic flow problem on an Euler system of equations in one dimension introduced in [13] . The initial data for this test problem is the following:
and periodic boundary conditions. The exact density and velocity in this case can be obtained by the method of characteristics and is explicitly given by
where for each coordinate x and time t the values x 1 and x 2 are solutions of the non-linear equations
The convergence of the second (B 1 ), third (B 2 ) and fourth (B 3 ) order RD schemes is demonstrated in Figure 6 . One can observe, that comparing the novel strategy ("MOOD"), against the one obtained via the "no MOOD" approach, the sought order of accuracy on a smooth problem is kept. The accuracy order is throughout guaranteed with the novel strategy: on a smooth problem, none of the detection criteria is activated and the solution is approximated by the s = s max scheme. Figure 7 the convergence for an approximation given by the novel methodology, with the NAD criteria composed by the DMP with 1 = 2 = 0 and the linearised smoothness extrema (LSE) criteria, together with the one given by the MOOD methodology with the NAD given by a relaxed DMP with 1 = 10 −3 and 2 = 0 and the classical smoothness extrema (CSE) criteria. We observe an overall good convergence rate for all the variables, which perfectly agrees with the results obtained in [5] . This observation is extremly relevant, as it assesses the quality of the introduced "a posteriori" limiting within the high order residual distribution method of [5] .
Comparing in
Sod's Shock Tube Problem
The Sod shock tube is a classical test problem for the assessment of numerical methods for solving the Euler equations. Its solution consists of a left rarefaction, a contact and a right shock wave. The initial data for this problem is given as follows:
The results of the simulations comparing the second, third and fourth order RD scheme obtained with the novel limiting technique are illustrated in the following. In case not specified otherwise, the "a posteriori" limiting is designed with the detection criteria described in the previous section, where, in particular, the numerical admissible detection (NAD) criteria constitutes of the relaxed discrete maximum principle (DMP) and the linerized smoothness extrema criteria (LSE).
A first test considers the comparison of B 1 , B 2 and B 3 on a mesh of 100 cells with respect to the exact solution. In Figure 8 , the density of the complete solution (cf. Figure 8 pressure (cf. Figures 8(e)-8(f) ) display under and overshoots of the solution in B 1 , as the second order does not allow to provide an accurate approximation with such little nodes. Generally, this is due to the Galerkin scheme with the jump stabilization, as this scheme, which we refer to also with s = 2 in reference to Figure 5 , gives an approximation of the solution across the jump with high numerical oscillations. These are mostly damped by the activated detection criteria which locally treat those oscillations with more dissipating numerical schemes smoothing the solution. One can see that, increasing the order, these oscillations are less evident and, thus, the approximation gains in quality.
Detecting Technique in Practice
To better understand how the detection technique works, we show in Figure 9 the very first iteration in time, i.e. n = 1 and the n = 50-th iteration in time. Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show the approximated solution for each of the considered iterations along with a flag that indicates which typology of scheme is applied. Here, when the flag is at 0.2 on the vertical axis, we adopt the standard Galerkin with stabilizing jump terms, i.e. s = 2 or GJ, as spatial approximation. Further, this indicator is at 0.6 for the Rusanov with PSI limiting and stabilizing jump terms (s = 1 or RPJ) and at 0 for the Rusanov (Rus) scheme. One can note how in the very first iteration only nodes at the shock interface are being treated by the most dissipative scheme, while, at the 50th iteration, the Rusanov scheme is applied left and right of the interface, where one would normally presume oscillations developing for non damped schemes. Only one cell is locally flagged with the RPJ scheme. Moreover, to see what is actually happening behind this decision of which flux is activated, we show in Figures 9(c) and 9(d) the detection criteria for the first cycle via crosses and second cycle via squares, i.e. respectively when passing from GJ (s=2) to RPJ (s=1) and from RPJ (s=1) to Rusanov (s=0) in the cascade (see Figure 5) . Here the 0.1 vertical axis values of the indicator corresponds to the plateau detection, whereas 0.6 corresponds to NAD detection, 0.5 would correspond to the sole relaxed DMP activation without the LSE, allowing thus the flux to be kept as from the candidate solution. The values of 0.2 would correspond to the CAD criteria, 0.3 to the PAD and 0 is generally signalling that none of the detections has been considered. 
The Proposed Method Compared to an "A Priori Technique"
To validate the presented methodology, we consider in Figure 10 the comparison between our novel approach and the one of [5] where we have a pure RPJ scheme. In the following, by referring to the pure RPJ scheme we are basically considering the Rusanov PSI jump scheme without any MOOD and without the sub-cell implementation (cf. section 3.5 in [5] ). This juxtaposition allows to see the advantage which might bring the "a posteriori limiting", taking the same quantity of cells, as here for example 100. 
Less DoFs for a Comparable Quality
Furthermore, to disclaim eventual remarks that it might be true that the "a posteriori" technique is more accurate w.r.t. an "a posteriori" but at some efficiency cost in terms of velocity, we have compared in Figure 11 the approximations obtained by the "a posteriori" technique on 50 and 100 cells and compared it to the pure RPJ scheme without MOOD on 100 cells. The resulting observation is extremely interesting as we can obtain a more detailed result with the coarser mesh and the proposed method compared to the extremly dissipative solution of the pure GPJ without the novel limiting strategy.
Convergence Towards the Exact Solution
To be able to see whether we do converge to the exact solution on shocking flows, Figure 12 compares the approximation of our new method for B 3 on 50, 100 and 200 cells. The results show perfect agreement with the expected behaviour.
Comparing Different Numerical Admissibility Detection Techniques
We have, finally, considered two more investigations within this benchmark problem. A first idea has been to compare the results obtained by the complete cascade, i.e. going from s = 2 to s = 1, i.e. from the GJ to the parachute scheme, and a reduced 19 version from s = 2 to s = 1, i.e. stopping before the parachute scheme. In Figure 13 we show the results of this juxtaposition with some appropriate zooming of the areas of interest. We clearly see, as expected, how the solution results smoother for the complete cascade, and how the parachute scheme, thus, allows for a more truth-some approximation. Our second and thus final remark is on how different NAD criteria affect the solution, as shown in Figure 14 . We consider here the pure DMP, with 1 = 2 = 0 in (52) without any smoothness extrema criteria. Along this approximation we compare the relaxed DMP with 1 = 10 −3 and
Shu-Osher Problem
This test case, introduced in [29] , is intended to demonstrate the advantages of high order schemes for problems involving some structure in smooth regions. In this test, we solve the Euler equations with initial conditions containing a moving Mach 3 shock wave which later interacts with periodic perturbations in density. The initial data for this problem is defined as follows: 
Comparison of Different Numerical Admissibility Detection Techniques
Following the observations of Figure 13 , we have compared in Figure 15 (b) for the Shu-Osher problem the same detection criteria, i.e. the pure DMP witout the smoothness extrema detection and 1 = 2 = 0, the relaxed DMP with 1 = 10 −3 and 21 2 = 0 with the CSE, and moreover, the DMP with 1 = 2 = 0 with the LSE criteria. While not huge differences appear to be between the pure DMP and the DMP with CSE, these two approaches are remarkably giving less accurate approximations compared to the one provided by the DMP with LSE. Furthermore, we have investigated if the dissipative behaviour, caused by an exceeding detection of areas which should indeed not be dissipated at all, might improve, in case of different relaxation parameters 1 and 2 of (52). Figure 16 (b) summarizes this study for the chosen parameters: 'DMP+CSE, v1' corresponds to 1 = 2 = 0, 'DMP+CSE, v2' to 1 = 10 −3 and 2 = 0; 'DMP+CSE, v3' to 1 = 10 −3 and 2 = 10 −4 . The resulting differences allow us to remark that there is apparently no choice that allows for a sharper solution within this test case and for our novel approximating technique.
This motivates us to consider in the forthcoming tests the NAD criteria composed by the DMP with the LSE criteria. 
Detecting Technique in practice
To be able to show the detection capabilities of the considered NAD and show the overall MOOD procedure for this class of benchmark problems, we show the very first iteration in time, i.e. n = 1 and the n = 10-th iteration in time. In Figure 17 , we display the approximated density w.r.t the spatial scheme indicator, where this indicator is at 4.5 for the Rusanov with PSI limiting and stabilizing jump terms (s = 1 or RPJ) and at 1.5 for the Rusanov (Rus) scheme and else 4 for the Galerkin with jump. One can note how in the very first iteration only nodes at the very shock interface are being treated by a more dissipative scheme. Here we can also appreciate the capability of the detection to ignore, indeed, natural oscillations within the solution. 
Comparison between different orders and mesh convergence
The more accurate approximation obtained by the fourth order scheme in comparison to the second and third order is clearly visible in this benchmark problem in Figure 18 , and increasing the number of mesh elements within the domain strongly increases the quality of the solution, too.
The proposed method with respect to an "a priori technique"
Finally, comparing in Figure 19 the novel methodology for B 3 with the pure RPJ without any "a posteriori limiting", provides us with the acknowledgement that, again, also in the case of problems with both natural oscillations and shocks, we are now able to provide a more detailed approximation. This holds even when we increment considerably our mesh size, as in Figure 19 (b). 
Woodward-Colella Problem
The interaction of blast waves is a standard low energy benchmark problem involving strong shocks reflecting from the walls of the tube with further mutual interactions. The initial data is the following: The proposed method with respect to an "a priori technique" Comparing the results of our novel method both for the reduced (i.e. with the cascade until s = 1) and the full cascade, with the one of a pure RPJ without the MOOD strategy, we can observe in Figure 20 how the solution is well approximated already on a 400 cell mesh with B3, and further mesh refinement shows the expected convergence to the exact solution. The plots show a very good overall behaviour, of the numerical scheme even for this extremely demanding test case. Some wiggles are due probably to an extreme flagging activity that locally activates the parachute scheme and are one topic of future research. We remark that the expected solution has been computed via the pure RPJ on a mesh of 3200 cells, reasoning why the novel method reaches and surpasses the so-called expected solution. A comment on the detection criteria As a final comment to the numerical section for the one-dimensional test cases, we compare in Figure 21 the results obtained on two different test cases for two different detection ideas. One idea carries out all detection criteria, i.e. the CAD, plateau and NAD ones on the density only, while the other considers the CAD, plateau and NAD for all primitive variables. Following the Remark 4.5, there is no evident difference, and as such, we have considered in all the previous and forthcoming computations, the case of the sole density as parameter to be detected.
Numerical Results for 2D Test Cases
2D Sod Problem -Structured Vs. Unstructured Meshes
Further, we have tested our high order RD scheme on a well-known 2D Sod benchmark problem. The initial conditions are given by The idea behind this first test in 2D is to consider initially a structured mesh, which represents a straightforward extension of the 1D. In particular, we show the results obtained with such a mesh for an arbitrary order of accuracy, such as B 2 and then, successively, compare the results obtained for an unstructured mesh on the same test case.
As such, let us start by considering the detection procedure for 2D. To this extent we take a structured fine grid, with N = 16896 elements. As shown in Figure 22(b) , at the final time step, the contour lines (black lines) perfectly match the areas where there is a flux change. This allows to see, that the detection criteria work effectively also in this case, and the mostly applied scheme throughout the computations is given, as expected, by the stabilized Galerkin (GJ) approach. Comparing in Figure 23 the obtained results for the density for the proposed scheme (denoted as "MOOD") and an approach without the "a posteriori" limiting strategy (i.e. "no MOOD"), one can clearly see, that more structures appear to be outlined and, thus, allows for less dissipation. Note, that the "no MOOD" approach corresponds to the sole RPJ scheme proposed in this chapter. The improvement in accuracy, can also be seen in Figure 24 , where we have compared the density scatter plots for the "MOOD" and "no MOOD" approaches. Furthermore, to guarantee mesh convergence, we have compared in Figure 25 solutions obtained for different mesh refinements, i.e. N 1 = 1152, N 2 = 4352 and N 3 = 16896. As already observed for the 1D case, even for extremely coarse meshes the approximation results to be of high quality. In Figure 26 , the scatter for the density shows an excellent overlap for the solutions obtained with a "MOOD" strategy for both structured and unstructured meshes, and, again, as in the previous tests in 2D, for B 2 . The grid size is in this test is of comparable order, as the one for the structured grid counts 16896 elements, while the unstructured about 13548. Having demonstrated the absence of any relevant difference between the structured and unstructured approach, we consider in the following Figure 27 the comparison between different order of accuracy. In particular, the focus is set on the comparison between the "MOOD" and "no MOOD" approaches, for a coarsed (N 1 = 3576 elements) and finer (N 2 = 13548 elements) unstructured mesh. 
Mach 3 channel with forward-facing step
To assess the robustness of the proposed scheme in multidimensional problems involving strong shock waves, the Mach 3 channel with a forward-facing step [31] test case has been used with B 1 , B 2 and B 3 elements on both coarse mesh having N = 2848 cells 2 and finer one having N = 11072 cells 3 ) (see Fig. 29 ). The stabilizing parameters have been set as in Section 5.2.1. As expected, the quality of the solution increases when going from the second to fourth order scheme even on coarse meshes. Indeed, while in B 1 case in Fig. 29(c) it is not possible to recognize the structure forming at the triple point, in B 2 and B 3 cases (Figs. 29(e) and 29(g), respectively) this structure is already very well represented. On finer mesh, see Figs. 29(d),29(f) and 29(h), it is also possible to observe the gain in the quality of the approximation of shock waves when using a higher order RD method. 
Double Mach Reflection problem
Finally, we present a widely used benchmark problem of a double Mack reflection problem as described in [31] . In this case, B 1 , B 2 and B 3 elements have been computed on a coarse mesh having N = 4908 cells 4 and a finer one having N = 19248 cells 5 ) (see Fig. 30 ). The stabilizing parameters have been set as in Section 5.2.1. Also here, as expected, the quality of the solution increases when going from the second to fourth order scheme on coarse meshes and more details are outlined on the finer mesh. 
Conclusion and Perspectives
A novel explicit high order residual distribution scheme with an "a posteriori" blending strategy has been designed in the context of the Euler equations in gas dynamics. Our strategy has been to approximate with a high order scheme in time and a least dissipative scheme in space a solution displaying strong interacting discontinuity, while guaranteeing through the design of an "a posteriori" limiting strategy the detection of numerical/computational misbehaviour. This allows to locally intervene on affected areas with a more dissipative scheme for the spatial discretization. The considered benchmark problems have thoroughly validated the proposed methodology, assessing for its capability to provide an accurate and robust numerical method in 1D and 2D. For smooth solutions tested via the isentropic flow benchmark problem, we have seen that the effective optimal accuracy is attained, while for non smooth flows, as in case of the considered shock tubes, double Mach reflection and forward facing step, we have observe that the proposed method is able to provide non oscillatory and accurate numerical solutions. Moreover, we have tested two different strategies found in literature, which consider two approaches to distinguish natural oscillations from numerical ones, and have established that one strategy provides higher quality results within this novel designed approximation strategy of residual distribution schemes. We have further shown, how the number of troubled cells detected by the considered detection methods is monitored, with the aim to display the feature that not many cells flagged, and, as such, the number of cascade iterations is limited, and as such the extra-cost. Overall, the "a posteriori" treatment renders the high order residual distribution scheme robust and positivity preserving when notoriously difficult tests are simulated. Extensions to other models, such as multiphase flows or Lagrangian hydrodynamics, and further investigations of high order residual distribution schemes will be considered in forthcoming papers. Along this line, we are currently extending the proposed approach to viscous problems by combining it with the discretisation technique as explained in [6] . This last extension might require some modification in the time-stepping as the time step would be very small, and thus an implicit approach is needed with the challenge to have, nevertheless, a diagonal 'mass matrix'.
